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During the post financial crisis, with liquidity overflow and the enhancing 
inflationary expectations, a variety of commodity funds are springing up in the world. 
As the degree of financialization in bulk commodity transaction increases 
continuously, the price trend of global bulk commodity futures produces a more and 
more significant effect on the real economy. Drived by the international market, 
trading scale has enlarged quickly and varieties added have gotten more increasingly 
in Chinese commodity futures market .In a word, the commodity futures market is 
undergoing a fast development. So that, inquiring into the financial attribute of 
commodity futures and analyzing the particular property of them are of great 
academic and realistic significance to the growing Chinese commodity futures 
markets. 
Convenience yield is a unique concept in commodity future pricing, it was 
defined as the component that cannot be explained by interest rate and storage cost in 
basis in this article. It plays a key role in implementation of specific investment 
strategies or achieving a specific goal of risk management. It is important for us to 
understand its formation mechanism and correctly analysis the influence factor of 
convenience yield. Generally speaking, we study the convenience yield from the 
respect of financial information extraction. We incorporate several latent factors into 
our model. These latent factors help to explain the movement of convenience yield. 
We hope that dynamic process of convenience yield and the influence factor were 
revealed from the results in this way. 
Our result shows that the linear affine model set by this paper can preferably 
describes the variation of the price of copper futures and Aluminum futures and the 
convenience yields. In addition, the state variables related to the inventory level set in 
the model plays an important role in explaining the fluctuation of convenience yields. 
We find that the change in inventory level and convenience yields has an opposite 
tendency, but the intrinsic mechanism of this phenomenon is not exactly the same as 















investor sentiment could also induce the negative correlation between inventory level 
and convenient yields. Consequently, the relationship between inventory level and 
convenient yields may be affected by many factors including supply and demand 
conditions of commodities, tendency of price, investor sentiment and so on. 
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